
 

     LA MU’AKHATHA or LAMUKHAZA (EXCUSE MY FRENCH) is an Egyptian 

comedy from director Amr Salama screened recently by Kino Ken at the 

Carnegie Mellon International Film Festival in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Here is 

a review of it: 

 

Egypt   2014   color   99 minutes   live action feature comedy in Arabic with 

English subtitles   Film Clinic / The Producers   Producers: Dina Abdelraheem, 

Hady El Bagory, Hany Osama, Mohamed Hefzy 

 

17 of a possible 20 points                                                 ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

Points: 

2          Direction: Amr Salama* 

2          Editing: Baher Rasheed 

1          Cinematography: Islam Abdelsamie      

1          Lighting 

2          Screenplay: Amr Salama* 

1          Music: Hany Adel                            Orchestrator: Khaled Al Kammar 

2          Production Design: Hend Haider 

2          Sound: Ahmed Adnan     Narrator: Ahmed Helmy 

2          Acting 

2          Creativity 

17 total points 



 

Cast: Hani Adel (Abdallah Peter, Hany’s father), Kinda Allouch (Hany’s mother), 

Ahmed Dash (j)* (Hany Abdallah Peter Soussa), Moaz Nabil (j)*  

(Momen, Hany’s best friend), Ahmed Helmy (Storyteller), Samia Asaad  

(Nelly Farid Haleem, Hany’s science teacher), Hind Sabri (Coptic Bride), 

Aser Yasin (Coptic Groom), others 

 

 

     Kino Ken is indebted to the following Internet sources for background 

information used in this review:  

http://www.the cairopost.com 

cmes.arizona.edu/sites/ 

http://www.madamasr.com/sections/culturella-moakhza, review of EXCUSE 

MY FRENCH by Jenifer Evans 

www.imdb.com, as usual 

 

     How would you feel if your father suddenly kicked the bucket while eating a 

family meal at home? Financial stability astoundingly flies the coop. Your mom 

can no longer afford tuition costs at a posh private international school in Egypt. 

Well, what about the local public school? It’s cheaper, not too remote. So what 

if you are Coptic Christian and accustomed to an affluent lifestyle? What 

difference would that make? 

     Hany finds out in a charming rite of adolescence film directed by Egypt’s Amr 

Salama, his third live action feature and second controversial festival 

programmer. Unlike the AIDS drama preceding it, EXCUSE MY FRENCH is 

blatantly satirical, using humor to highlight religious intolerance and social 

inequities in contemporary Egypt. It took more than three years of battle to win 

clearance from national censors, opening to a box office bonanza which 

rocketed it to the top position among new movie releases. Even FROZEN could 

not match its national receipts. 

     Hany, played by newcomer Ahmed Dash, is a middle school student, popular 

and intelligent. He loves soccer, listening to Western pop music, attending 

Coptic worship services, playing video games. Though too shy to let her know, 

http://www.imdb.com/


the boy is attracted to an athletic female student at his old cosmopolitan school. 

She seems to enjoy his diffidence and unique sense of humor.  

     Nonetheless, Hany is keen to try fitting into a public all-boy’s school, 

eventually wearing down an unenthusiastic mother.  

     Once enrolled in the institution of his dreams, Hany finds himself surrounded 

by Moslem children, mostly from impoverished families and disinclined to 

study. He’s shown a special room where isolated Christian students are kept in 

darkness and dirt. Hardly an attractive prospect. Hany decides to pass himself 

off as a Moslem. Easier said than done. 

     Not by nature aggressive, the new boy is slow to find friends in this place. He 

is unfamiliar with pop music hits that peers relish, is too small and retiring to 

clear a path to the lunchtime food vendor, and definitely doesn’t feel 

comfortable joining classmates in a prayer chapel when that suggestion is made 

by a substitute teacher. To make himself more respectable and admired, Hany 

plunges into a remote control plane project for science class and attempts to 

win a Koran recitation contest. Both achievements yield transitory renown, 

ultimately sabotaged when his cross-wearing mother arrives at school one day 

to chastise its headmaster for permitting bullying of a Christian child on his 

premises. 

     What Christian child? 

     Will Hany ever find happiness in his adopted classroom? Can he retain the 

friendship of Moslem pal and desk neighbor Momen? Can Copts and Muslims 

live together peacefully in Egypt? The remainder of the film provides clues, if 

not invariably answers.  

     Director Salama shows skill, sensitivity, and patience in coaxing superior 

performances from juvenile neophytes. Particularly outstanding are four 

youngsters: lead Ahmed Dash as adventurous Hany, Moaz Nabil as streetwise 

mentor Momen, the young girl portraying Hany’s first crush, and an utterly 

persuasive teen embodying an oversize, pea-brained bully. 

     Note to Mr. Salama and producers: Full identification of cast members and 

character names in English is overdue. 

     Smart editing includes an MTV-style hip hop number featuring Hany and 

Momen, a bittersweet burial of Hany’s pet turtle injecting a moment of 



unanticipated profundity, classroom vignettes establishing marked individual 

variations in student responses to Hany, and a parody of the rumble faceoff in 

WEST SIDE STORY. Further enhancing the film are masterful long shots of 

schoolyard and corridors by cinematographer Islam Abdelsamie. Production 

Designer Hend Haider’s color scheme contrasts cool, blue home designs of 

Nilotic tranquillity with yellow and red settings for school scenes, making those 

reminiscent of agitated, swirling desert sands. Haider reminds viewers Hany is 

an out-of-place northern icicle in parched southern redlands.   

     Lighting is somewhat too dusty and diffused in spots. Sound, however, is 

superbly recorded and differentiated throughout the film.  

     EXCUSE MY FRENCH comes with an inconsistently powerful music score, 

alternating classical Arabic chant with Afro-tinged rap and contemporary urban 

hip hop. Some songs work fine. Others appear headed for time’s wastebasket.  

     Salama’s screenplay is witty, pointed, and realistic. It seems faithful to the 

director’s own childhood experiences, even while incorporating current lingo to 

update it. There’s no evidence of saccharine nostalgia, political correctness, or 

sermonizing. 

     EXCUSE MY FRENCH has been accepted by the Global Film Initiative for North 

American theatrical release and subsequent Region 1 dvd distribution. It 

screened at the London, Keswick, Traverse City, and Luxor Film Festivals. An 

Egyptian Night showing at M.I.T. attracted an audience of 223. 

     LAMU’AKHATHA won Best Film, Best Direction, Best Screenplay,  

Best Cinematography, and Artistic Creativity Certificates for Ahmed Dash, 

Mo’ath Nabil and Abu Bakr Osama at the Egyptian Catholic Centre Cinema 

Festival. The Egyptian Film Association Festival in Cairo awarded Ahmed Dash 

and Mo’ath Nabil Certificates of Appreciation for their performances as Hany 

and Momen. The film opened the second Luxor Film Festival in Egypt and 

received its American premiere at FILMFEST DC. Prospective audiences can find 

a trailer for it at http://www.keswickfilmclub.org, the website of the Keswick 

Film Festival.  

     EXCUSE MY ENGLISH is suitable viewing for children ages twelve and older, as 

well as adults. It is highly recommended, though parents should be cautioned 

about some vulgar language, scenes of schoolyard fighting, and adolescent 

http://www.keswickfilmclub.org/


voyeurism. A stalking / assault subplot is incorporated to raise the critical issue 

of sexual harassment, one of Egypt’s ongoing embarrassments. 

     Watch this website for updates about EXCUSE MY FRENCH as it moves from 

theaters to dvd. 


